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The Science and Techno lo y Policies In formation
Bxchange Syat.em (SPINES) ""as deve oped by U[I:ESCO durinf.
the last decade. Intended to be a elobal system, its
b sic value to marine policy pl anners lay in its potent i al
to align ocean policy information in context \oIith other
science policies and to aJign the ocean policies of one
nation with those of the rest of the \oIorld.
SPINES progr-eesed from a feasibil Ity stud," to a
five- year pilot project, 1977-19R2. In:portllnt investie;ations
wer e made of science po Lf c - r esear ch in J C) countri.es and
" continents. 1l. unique t .heaaurus ',las publ I shed in l<)7C ,
coJ ~ ec t ine, f or the first t i me , a n int erdiscip i n ~ voca-
bu l ar'y or po Lcy-mak.lng , management and dc ve Jopment in
science / technology. The pi lot pro ject es tab tshed workin[.
pr ototypes of t he operational sys tem, schedul ed for fu n
I mpl.emerrtat.ton in t he Jat e 1980 ' s .
Though its potential as a source for vi t a arine
policy information ~as good J sever a. factors contributed
t o a l ack of interest in SPI NES on t he part of ocean
scientists. 3PI NES ' creators ignored t he studies and
expertise generated by Law of the Sea negotiations.
They failed to consult any mar i ne experts abou t maritime policy
needs. They failed to enlis t support f'r-om other U. t~.
agencies ~ith ocean information interests J not.ab ly the
roc, IHCO and FAa. They did not plan cover age of ocean-re t ed
publications. They provided a stereotyped vocabul ar y
for indexing marine publications.
Conceived as a resource fo Bci ent i s t s and nat i onal
p anner s , 0 PI NES too ate acknowl ed the devel opi ng
nat i ns f d mand for r actica , t echni cnJ infor at i on.
The U, . onf er enc on 3ci ence and Technol ogy f or Devel pment,
979, a ed t o endoree ESCO 3 h lead age ncy
cience/technology info at i on servi c . It cr eat e a
new ut ho i t y , t he Cent r e f or Science and Technol 0 r fo r
Devel opment under t he U. N. ecr e ary ener i n e Yor k.
Though t he UNESCO Gener al Confer ence of 19 2 may choose
t o extend PI NES fu di ng beyond t he Pi a Fraj ct phase ,
on y mu t i l i ngua t hesaurus deve 0 .ent i s e y to b
c n ' nued . I ' 5 doubt u1 t . e f u ly operaU ona
PINES sys t em wil l ever be broua t t o fruition.
i
Official publications about United Nations events are
frequently issued many months after the event has occurred.
Details of recent developments in SPINES would have been
difficult to document without the help of the following
peopl e : the Reference 3taff of the Dl3.g Hammarskjold Library;
~ls. E. ;/dUer of the Inf'ormat.Lon S.ystems Unit J U. N. Dept.
of International Economf.c and Social Affairs; JA.s. ,J. Va e j 0
of t he U. N. j'19.r i ne and Coastal Information 3ervice;
i'~. D. Y~aus of t he International Oceanographic Commission;
and Ms. Charlene Dunn of the Northeast Regional Coastal
In f ormat i on ,service. Specia~ thanks to the staff members
at the URI library in the ICMRD, Reference and Government
Document Departments who have keep my information needs
in mind t.hroughcut. thin past year J brmgf.ng to my attention
many rich resourC~B I would otherwise have missed.
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INTRODUCTION
The very act of policy-making assumes that rational planning can and
ought to be applied to future development. In the past, programs and
i nfor mat i on were · organized along disoipline or mission-oriented lines.
The former defined the boundaries for inclusion as related to one field
of knowlege (ie: chemistry, physics, etc.); the latter tended to be
mor e interdisoiplinary, but framed in terms of a specific program with a
beginning and an ending (International Decade of Ocean Exploration).
For some, these convenient division! are Btill an adequate frame of
r ef er ence . For the marine planner they are cruelly restrictive.
Conf r ont ed with an environment that demands interdisoiplinary coalition
bet,,;een pure and social sciences, marine po'Lf.cy information ought not to be
isolated from other policy planning. Though it Is satisfying for a marine
pl anner to view increased investment in marine programs, the gains are
shor t - t er m if the marine policies underpinning the programs are out of
sync with planning policies i~ other areas of science and technolOGY.
As La~ of the Sea negotiations culminate, the need for a global center
f or marine policy information becomes critioal. In order to ratify this
treaty, countries must confront the issues addressed and document their
own policies on each point the treaty raises. Further issues, not
direotly addressed by the treaty, will be subject to national interpretation
and may even be varied locally by geographical or other con~tra1nts.
Knowl ege of these decisions is crucial to foreign users of the sea within
national boundaries and for corporations planning ventures abroad.
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If all marine policy information is exclusively channeled into a
totally marine-oriented information system, it will not be easy for national
planners in general to include that information in their program planning,
unless a special effort is made to do so.
Deliberate, determined input of marine policy information into a
genera.l science/technology inforIl18.tion ba.se places it in context -with other
policy development documentation. Framed together in one data system,
policy information in all disoiplines can then be evaluated for consistancy ,
content and direction. Though thls~ be less comfortable for the marine
policy planner, it 1s a more comprehensive appreach that will naturally brin
marine concerns to the eye of each nation1s chief administrators, who are
t he ultimate policy setters.
At the beginning of the 19701 s , no comprehensive information system
exist ed that would bring marine policy information into context with
t hat of other disciplines. At that time, UNESCO began a program for an
International System for the Exchange of Information on Science and
Technology for Policy-Making, Vanagement and Development (3PIlffiS).
Pr ovi s i on -was made in SPINES planning for including marine-related
i nformat i on. ~Jhat follows is an investiga.tion of the SPINES program and
i t s ultimate fate.
CHAPTER I
UNESCO PROGRA~S IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Intergovernmental Program for Co-oper~tlon
in the Field of Scientific and Technological Information (UNISIST)
In the late 1960 l s , UNESCO and the Interaational COUDcil of Soientific
Uni on. (1C5U) began a etudy of the feasibility of a world-wide scienoe
i nformat i on sY8tem~ The rapid development of computer technology applied
to printing processes had fueled an information explosion unparalleled in
hi s t or y . Scientists from technologically advanced nations were unable to
keep up with publications in their specialty, let alone l.lorks of general
sci8Jltific interest. -Sci em i t s ' worKing, in' t he. 1 as de " oped nations found
no ready access to information. Their isolation from the ~instreams
of science publishing compounded their ability to keep current in their
f i el d. In addition, the increased complexity of science information made
it difficult for scientists to achieve an overall view of the relationships
bet ween their specialty, developments in other specialties, and the needs
of societies being thrust with speed from one stage of development to
another. This problem was no less acute for the developed nations, in rapid
transition from the industrial to the information sooiety.
Both UNESCO and the ICSU had long traditions of interest in planned
information service development. UNESCO had, as early as 1949, held an
International Conference on Science Abstracting. Issues identified then
concerned distribution, language barriers, non-standardization c~ forme,
a nd la.ck of cooperation between all type.s of information services at all
l evel s . The UNESCO General Conferenee~ 1955 adopted a Convention on the
International Exchange of Publications which provided for smooth exchange
pr ocedur es involving both government and non-government institutions.
In 196~ UNESCO established interdisciplinary working groups to study
problems of scientific publication, documentation procedure~and translatioD •
In the area of science policy, UNESCO's interest generated a series of
publications: Science Policy Studies and Documents. The thirty-eight
publications in the series from 1965 to 1976 covered reports on national
science policies and the organization of science research in the following
countries:
Belgium
Czechoslovakia
Countries of South and South-east Asia
Norway
USSR
Japan
Yugoslavia
USA
Federal Republic of Germany
Latin America #1
National Science Policies in Europe
Israel
Argentina
Poland
Philippines
Hungary
France
European States
India
Latin America #2
Afrioa
Bulgaria
Sweden
Roumania
Latin America #3
Arab St!ltes
Speci al studies published in the series included:
Principles and Problems of National Science Policies, 1967
Struotural and Operational Schemes of N&tional Science Policies, 1967
Bilateral Institutional Links in Science and Technology, 1969
Manual for Surveying National Scientific and Technological
Potential, 1969
Rola of Science and Technology for Economic Development, 1970
International Aspects of Technological Innovation, 1971
Science Policy Research and Teaching Units, 1971
These investigations laid the foundation for further study of the
feasibility of launching the SPINES system.
5The ICSU had established an abstracting board in 195~ and in 1966
cr eat ed the Committee on Data for Science and Technology (CODATA).
Thi s committee pioneered in setting standards for data collection and in
stablishing directories of data services and scientists available for
international consultation. The ICSU had also identified major problems
in science documentation: duplication of effort, language barriers, lack
of proper standards, and failure to meet the needs of developing countries.
Its 1966 conference in Bombay decided to set up a committee to study the
possibility of a world science information system.
In 1967, both organizations agreed to merge their concerns" They \.
established So joint working party and then a permanent committee to
study the feasibility of such a system. Scientists in disciplines
represented by the ICSU were viewed as the primary users, though technology
was soon incorporated into the plans. Special working groufs were set up
in subsequent years to consider the following problems:
Evaluation, compression, and organization of scientific information,
1968
Indexing and clas8ification, 1968
Bibliographic description, 1968
Language problems, 1968
Research needs in documentation, 1968-69
Scientific information in developing countries, 1969
Oommunications format, 1970
International serials ~ata system, 1970
Their culminating report was presented at the UNISIST I conference held
1
in 1971. Attended by 84 nations, the UNISIST I conference emphasized two
priorities for a permanent UNISIST program. Conceived as a catalytic
program to encourage cooperation in science/technology information,
1UNESCO, ICSU, UNISIST:Study Report on the Feasibilitv of a World
Science Information System (SC. 'lO/D 751A), 1971.
151 T should: 1I ••• stimulate information flow, particularly to the
benefit of the developing countries ••• a~sure compatibility among increasing ] ~
numerous international information systems. lli &.sed on the t Ime- honor ed
United Nation's concept of voluntary cooperation by the member states,
UNISI3T was never intended to be an information system in itself, on1~-
to facilitate information exchango bet~een member states and associated
programs.
as UNISIST progressed from the study report presented in 1971 to the
UNESCO General Conference of 1972, an interesting parallel "ttl ocean
program development arose.
ilTh1s scheme takes a number of points for granted: (a) that
soientifio and technical information, aa embodied mainly in
the more formal printed sources, is the property of all
nations; (b) that this printed literature, published or unpublished,
can be considered for this reason as a cOl1~Jtive store •••
by the concerted effort of all countries•••If
In other words, information, like the ocean, is the 'common heritage
of mankind I •
One of the first efforts of the UNISIST program was to identify all
pttiQdicals, ~orld-wlde, that regularly contain science and technology
policy information. The first issue of their findings, the Provisional
wor l d List of Periodicals Dealing with Science and Technology Policies
was published as part of the Science Policy Studies and Documents series
. 1 l~ hin l-ay, 974. T e initial list had been compiled by the UNESCO
2UNESCO, The UNISIST Program Serving Development 1976, p. 17.
JUNESCO, UNISIST; StUdy Report, p. 80.
4UNESCO, Provisional World List of Periodicals Dealing with Science
and Technology Policies (Science Policy Studies and Documents, no. 33\Z))
1974.
I
7secretariat, based on its o~n experience and that of teaching/research unit
in t~enty-five countries. Responses were received from 53% of the
countries ~ho agreed to revie~ the list for relevancy. They were free to
add to the list those publications that they found most usefuJ for po.lLcy
s t udi e s . The resulting base list, with its later editions, forms the basic
body of literature regularly scanned by SPINES for inclusion in the system.
Surveying the 1184 titles in the Provisional World List, only one,
t he Journal of Oil and Gas Maritime Productions, submitted by Austria,
can be identified, by title, as having direct application to the marine
enviro~~ent. Marine policy matters are discussed in other peridodicals
mentioned as resources. Scientific American, Foreign Policy, the Journal
of International Law and Economics as well as others frequently carry
articles of interest to marine policy planners. However, many who write
about marine policy publish, not in the more general magazines like
Sci ence , but in more specifically ocean-related publications, for example,
The 11l£ine Technology Society Journal. This is also true of other branches
of science. Why were these specialized publications omitted?
During its preparation, some decisions were made that affected
inclusion in the list. First, a periodical must contain 10-15 science
policy articles annually. Second, magazines with a specialized readership
such as II forestry or legal periodicalS ll5 were excluded.
5
Ibid., p, 6,
In practise, application of this policy was uneven in many cases.
For instance, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
publishes transactions in many disciplines. The transactions on computers,
engineering management, bie-medical engineering and education are included
in the Provisional ~orld List. The transactions on ocean engineering are no •
Gr eat Britain included a number of specialized magazines in its list, the
Journal of Agricultural Economics, Management Accounting, and the African
Journal of Medical Sciences can hardly be considered 'general' publications.
Ho~ever, none of the fine british marine periodicals were listed.
From the marine policy point-or-view then, it 1s distressing to find
virtually no marine publications listed for regular SPINES abstracting.
From the SPINES point-of-view there were two unfortunate consequences.
First, the Proyi,ional World List gave notice, early in the SPINES develop-
ment stage, that major marine policy writing might not be found in 3PD~~S.
Second , ocean interests focused on the Food and Agriculture Organization's
Aquatic Soience and Fisheries Information Service which provided a new,
avai l abl e format for disseminating marine policy information world-wide.
This exclusion of 'special interest' literature created,for the
ocean community at least, two possible ~-sponsored channels for policy
infor~~tion, one minimally useful and the other specific to their interests .
In terms of national policy planning, it meant that two different biblio-
graphic services should be consulted when planning ocean policy. Figure 1
illustrates the information relationships between ocean and general science
pol i cy planners within a nation. as they apply to the SPINES and ASFIS
abst r act i ng services.
/
/
/
Ocean Flann r s
Abstracts the Work of
-,
"-Feeds Ocean
lni'ormation /
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'.lrites for Science If-~=~=~~~":="'-=.....::<..:o~
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I ~----.--l
/
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Fig. 1. Information flow within a nation:
general policy articles versus ocean policy articles
and their relationship to SPINES and ASFIS.
---------- Established pattern~ of information flow.
----------- Communication lines which are possible,
but cannot be taken for granted.
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National Information SYstems (NATIS)
The rationnale for national information system planning was born at a
Pari s meeting in September, 1974. The conferenoe, organized by UNESCO,
br ought together representatives of three international organizations
deeply involved in international information program planning: the Inter-
national Federation for Documentation (FlD), the Council on Archives
(rCA), and the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA).
The NATIS concept is based on the belief that each nation must
formulate a national information policy, assess its current capabiUties,
and then structure a national information network.
" ••• government(s) should establish the appropriate organs
for the operation of NATIS and clearly designate
responsibilities and determine priorities at all levels,
beaxing in mind that coping with the quantities of
document.s and data now being produced far exceeds the
resouroes of any single service acting on its own.
It is therefore highly desirable that a central
co-ordinating body (bodies) be set up to advise the
government on the formulation and implementation of
national information programs and in matters related to
international cooperation in th ese fields. 11 6
In submitting these recommendations to the UNESCO General Conference,
18th Session, the Director General was asked to estab1ish a permanent
consulting body to build upon this NATIS concept and to establish
guidelines for member states wishing to participate in the pr-ogram,
6UNESCO , Design and Planning of National Information Systems (NATI3) :
a Paper for Government Planners (COI4-76/NATIS/7), 8 April 1976, p. 2.
I11
Coming at a time 'When t he UNISIST program was well underway, NATIS
strengthened a basic organizational approach pioneered by the Inter-
nationaJ. .Atomic Energy Agency (IAEil.) in developing its information data
base, TIlrs. The International Nuclear Information System was created with
the understanding that member nations would be responsible for gathering
atomic energy documentation in their country, assessing (censoring) it, and
transmitting it to the IAEA central processing unit in Vienna. This
decentralized input allowed ·individual states to keep control over the
data base content.
A mission-oriented data base, dealing with a very new industry, INIS ,
had several advantages. There was keen interest in the peaceful uses of
atomic energy. The body of literature spanned only a i'ew decades,
therefore it was not overwhelming. Nuclear studies were a branch of a
traditional science, inheriting a sense 01 rree scientific inquiry alone
with an emphasis on scholarly publishing. Governments were interested
in financing information services that enhanced the opportunity to
develope this cheap energy source. ~bst important, nuclear development
was, in any nation, controlled by one or, at most, a few key agencies.
Extensive cooperative networks of libr5ries/agencies were not required
within a nation in order to select a focal point for atomic energy
information. This decentralized concept worked well for INIS and this
pattern for information flow became the prototype for other UN. agency
projects.
FAO developed two large data bases: AGRIS (Agricultural Information
System) and the preViously mentioned ASFIS. Each of these systems
followed a similar pattern. The international coordinating point
publ i shed and processed input col lected, for matted and f'orvar-ded by
12
national or regional f ocal poi nts. Si nce each of these large systems was
focused on a particular subject, focal points \"ithin a small nat.Lon were
easily identifIed. Clearly, an existing oceanographic institution could
become a Marine information focal point for ASFI3 in a given nation or
region.
Though Ni!.TIS "las, at its inception, independent of UNISIST, 5_t vas
intended to honor the guidelines for good information service UNISI3T had
already endorsed. Prior to embarking on any UNI3IST-sponsored program
of information service development, an inventory of information services
already available within a nation is required. Funding for economically
stressed nations was available through UNESCO and UNDP. Information
gathering gUidelines, published by m~sco provided methods/prooedures
which nations could modify as they saw fit.?
The inventory is designed to identify the major scientific
information facilities wi thin a countr-y, the quantity and nature of its
collections, forms of information stored, means of processing, ~mployee
characteristics, user characteristics, services available, budget, and
facilities. Institutions to be surveyed include government agencies,
universities, prof3ssional societies, research institutes, hospitals,
useums, banks, archives, and industries. Since ~~ of these can be
repositories of some sort of rnarine information, this national survey can
be an important indicator of marine interests, if properly conducted.
One omission to this list of institutions should be noted:
vooational school libraries. Vilenchuk feels they do not address:
lydia Vilenchuk, ' Guadelines on the Conduct of a National Inventory
of Scientific and Technological Information and Documentation Fa.cilities. 1I
The UNISIST GUidelines, (Hew York, Science Associates, 1977), pp. 115-147.
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II • • • the professional community at which UNISIST is aimed •JIg From the
marine point-of-vie~, this o~~Bsion is unfortunate. Many marine programs
depend upon trained marine technicians for success. Programs in ship
maintenance, fishing technology, and basic seamanship are examples of
specialized training that are offered as vocational school options in ~'
countries. Technological development does not proceed smoothly with
only university level personnel. Failure to include vocational schools
in an inventory of a nation's atrengtbsin science and technology severely
restricts any attempt to create reasonable development progra~s. This
emphasis upon the 'professional community' had later impact upon the
success of the UNISIST program itself, for it implied that the technologist
was not expected to gain any benefit from UNISIST, at least at the voca-
tional school level.
Initial steps for the national inventory include selection of
clerical and professional staff to collect the information. Once the
major information institutions of a nation are Jisted an interview
schedule is set up. Using a UNISIST-designed questionnaire, the interview
is conducted by a trained librarian and the head of each institution.
The purpose of the interview is to assess the nature and depth of the
collection. Intended to last 1{-2 hours, the checklist of subjects is
necessarily brief, with the usual blank space at the end for I other I .
specialized/extensive holdings. Of the 96 topics listed, three are
specifical ly coded for marine interests: oceanography, fisheries, and
naval engineering. At this point, documenting the existance of ~therl
8 Ibid., p. 119.
1/..
special marine holdings will depend upon the knO\dege of the person being
interviewed and the sensitivity of the librarian doing the intervie~ing.
There are reasons why good marine infor~ntion resources might be missed.
First, if there is no one regularly assigned to take care of it, a small bu
significant collection, housed outside a formal library, may be ignored.
Second, in a complex organization, the head of the institution may not be
aware of all of the information resources the institution has. tthe head of
an institution may not be the best person to ask about information resource
but the prestige of being interviewed for a ~program may preclude anyone
else being asked to participate.) Third, there is no provision in the
questionnaire for future plans. As a result of the Law of the Sea, countri s
may plan to develope marine law collections. Two or three years hence,
they may have become a major resource for this information, but the
inventory will not reflect this intention. Fourth, the budget questions
reflect the type of materials being purchased (books, magaztnes, etc.),
and the broad subjeot categories (science, art, etc.), but they do not ask
~hether money is being spent on specific subject areas. Thus the inventory
could indicate that an institution had extensive holdings on fishing, but
it ~ould not reveal whether this was a viable, growing collection,or one
that was LargeIy of historical interest.
Despite these drawbacks, the national inventories form an important
step in assessing marine information patterns within a nation or region.
Active ocean institutions are listed and their information resources are
assessed. Helped by the mnSIST guidelines and the funding available for
these inventories, the reporting results are unifor~ from country to
country. The results of these stUdies, reported in the science policies
seri es ll1.ention",r1 ..0 ...1 ~..... A..,.'" t.hp. fi ",~T,Q"...h . ~ nt"lY'lol!> f",.,,.. m.<ln'l.r nf'
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these nations. By reviewing each of thea studies, i t is possible to find
out where the important ocean information resources are ~ithin a given
nation.
Once the national inventory has been completed, the nation is ready
to participate in NATIS networking. BasicalJ~, there are three networking
p!:.tt erns a nation may consider:
1. Jl. Jingle National Foca l Point. H:.my nations have already
established a national scientific Lfbrary , 'Which can serve immediately as
the focal point for co11ecting a nation's science documentation. If it has
sufficient staff and budget to aSSQme the responsibl~ity of an input center
for ~~documentation systems, the pattern of information flow is easil '
arrap~ed within the country, providing that no other competing institution
exists to challenge its authority. Figure 2 illustrs.tes the relationship
that a single, national focal point might have with the documentation
systems of three UN organization8.
UNESCO(GRri:B. (:~: )
.-- . ./
'--... . ./...._ .:-......-L ~ ~
National Focal Point
-- ...r-----~---...:::;:., • •• .~iCUltur8iJ 8ii ne I fr-Sc-i-e-~-ce7-
lTechnol og
,Pol i cy
t
•
1
30ciaJ
......
..-
........---...
Fig. 2. Flow of information within national boundaries
to illJ documentation systems via a single, national focal point.
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The strength of this approach i s ons, centralized focal point ~here
al l scientific and technical information for a nation can be found. Simil ar
to the f'unc t Lon a. un.lver-sd ty l i br ary performs for al l its departments,
t his NATIS concept coordinates multiple information channels in a sinBl e
ac i lity. This arrangement puts a definite responsibility on t he national
TIS focal point to be all things to all people. It presupposes a strong
connnf tment by the government to support, philosophicalJ y and f inancial] y ,
a large information facility. It also presupposes availability of
speci al i zed information personnel to run it. This approach is suited to a
small or medi~aized nation with a stable . financial f a ti and a desire
to enhance the quality and quantity of scientific information available
within its borders.
:2. Regional Networking. Small nations with limited budgets may
choose to form a regional information network. Though they can choose to
support a single regional focal point similar to the pattern above, the
responsibilities are more likely to be split among the cooperating
countries along subject lines. There are definite advantages beyond the
finanoial for this type of arrangement. Subject focal points unite
scientists in similar disciplines across national linea. This becomes a
means of stimulating cooperation, providing a common meeting place for
l i ke- minded persona. Information specialists can concentrate on a few
programs and a specialized c1entelle, thus gaining indepth knowlege of the
speciality. Separating responsibility for dealing with individual UN
documentation systems simplifies handling the conflicts that exist between
them. Each focal point can tailor its input/output procedures/formats
to the requirements of the one or two systems it actually deals with.
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figure J illustrates a net~ork1ng pattern developed by three countries
using thl!:: three UN organizations prevfous Ly mentioned. In this case, each
of the three took responsibility for collecting the information about
and preparing the input for the documentation systems of a single agency_
Country A
FAO
Focal Point
Col l ect s al
gricultur
and marine
i nf ormat i on
for A, B, G.
UNESCO
Focal Foint
Collects al l
development
and science/
teclmology
policy
information
for A, B, C.
Country C
IAEA
Focal Point
""ollects all
tondc energ;
nformation
or A, B, C.
Fig. J,. Regional networking: cooperation between three nations
gathering and disseminating informatioD for the documentation systems
of three 11"'I. organizations.
-- Informat!on responsibilities of each focal point
••••••••••• Information flow between the cooperating nations,
from one focal point to another
This rather simple division of responsibilities may, in fact, be
more complicated if the focal points are assigned on a subject basis
rather than by lm. organization. Thus, Country A may have separate focal
points for AQRIS and DARE', Country B ODe focal point for INIS and ASFI3,
and Country C a focal point for 3PH1E3. Since each regional arrangement
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\oIill vary J mar-me information researchers can make no assumptions about U ~
best source of that information without first understanding the principles
of the net',.lork involved. It is conceivable that Country A, having a well-
known oceanographic institue, may have even better agricultural and
development institutions, hence assuming focal point responsibility for
those two subjects and passing the responsibility for marine focal point
development to a lesser institution in Country B.
There are significant disadvantages to regional networking.
Languages may differ between cooperating countries. If the nations canno t
agree to accept the. normal working languages of the Ull. systems, French
and English, then translation problems become burdensome and expensive.
Old, traditional emnities may stand in the way of or, later, threaten
cooperative efforts. Thus the agricultural focal point and the oceanic
focal point could wind up in countries at war with one another.
Financial support may vary from nation to nation and may f luctuate
drastically depending on government commitment/stability. There may not
be sufficient information professionals in the region to provide
competent service in multiple locations. Finally, will the information
personnel in the focal point of one country be conscientious about serving
the information needs of scientists in another? For example, if Country
A, the focal point for ASFIS, is committed to a policy of aquaculture
development above al l else and escheue offehore oil drilling for pollution
reasons, will its focal point staff errthusdas tdcn.Hy collect drilling
information to support the ambft.Lous drilling program of Country B?
Further, as ~. development funds are withdraun , ';.; i J.l nations commi, t fund
to support the information needs of such conflicting prograns ?
Despite t he economic attractiveness of rep-i ona l ~ i v~
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these other fectors make such netvorks among the most difficult to set up
and maintain.
3. Dispersed Focal Points Within One Nation. This networking
pattern is most prevalent in developed nations with a long tradition of
special 1 fbr-ary service. These specia1 libraries are usually devoted to
one major discipline and iJere estabJished some time ago. As they greiJ in
importance, they may have been designated 'The NaUonal Library of I
if, in fact, they were not originally created to be just that. Tied to
government departments with the same subject orientation, they are easi l y
matched with UN documentation systems sharing the same subject interest.
Figure 1, illustrates several of these relationships as they exist in the
United States.
•
CuPINES
..
AGRIS
Department
of
il.gricultur.e
Library
F~O
( ASFIS
National
Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Administr at ion
Nati onal
Sci ence
Foundat i on
IAp\
( mrs )
~
Depart ment
of Ener g;r
.
Fig. 1.,. Focal points .for UN documentation systems within t.he
United States.
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The greatest advantage to this pattern of net~orking is the
cumulative expertise of the focal point. In this case, the ~sY6tem
becomes only one of a myriad of information services offered by the focal
point. Already established in the minds of scientists nationally, there i
no question that the focal point is accepted as a vital l i nk in the
discipline's information f low. Information personnel are indeed experts
in their specialty and benefit from years of experience. Service standard!
are high. The department or agency has a l ong- t er m commitment to the
development of the library. In many cases, its resources are superior to
those offered by the Wi system.
~e and expertise may prove disadvantageous for cooperating with a
lli~ system. The issues are those of format and interests, costs and benefi s .
The relationship between AGRIS and the ~ Dept. of Agriculture Library
i llustrates the problem. Long recognized as one of the formost libraries
of agriculture in the world, automation efforts were undertaken at the
l i br ary before AGRrS was developed. Creating input to a system costs.
If bibliographic input formats are incompatible, input is not the relattrelJ
easy task of merging magnetic tapes, but the e~nsive task of preparing
duplicate records. Ahead of AGRIS, the Dept. of Agriculture's input
decisions were incompatible with those later adopted by AGRIS. Duplicate
input proved too costly for expected benefits. AGRIsr emphasis on
tropical agriculture was not of prime importance to the Dept. of
kgriculture in the U.3. Consequently, though the library provides access
to AGRrS documentation, its holdings are not reflected in the AGRIS sys tem.
Simi larl,Y, NOAA-generated i nf ormati on , though it may turn up in
ASFI3, can not be said to be comprehensively covered by the FAD system.
I
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NO sponsors on line access t o SFI withi n t he Uni ted Jta t e s t hr ough the
servi ce s of a pr-Ivate vendor , Lockheed Informat.ion 3ystcmo. NO~'Ji-generated
document s , li.ke those of other U. S. government. agencies, ::lust become
\
p t of the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). :WAA i t s e l f
g nerates a database, Aquaculture, also available through Lockheed.
Fi gur 5 i l Juatrates NOAA1s role in creating/disseminating ocean information.
When dealing with an information net~orkine s;rstem like ASFIS or PI~~
th marine information searcher must be aware of the separate focal points
wi t h i n each nation. This can be difficult if the nation has not a ss ssed
or organized its mon information networks.
Obviously, there can be no sing le networking pattern that wiJ.l sa t i sf'y
the needs of' a] 1. Within the throe patterns just de.scr-Ibed , there
wi l l be variations. The NATIS concept has spurred nations to take a c~ose
l ook at information resources and has fostered pro£rams t o set up smoot h
patt e r ns for information f'Lov , There are l:m.l1J'· variables affecting t he
succe s s of the NATIS program within a recion or nation. !Io\lever, for th
maj or i t y of participants, NNi.'I3 assessments have created D. new a'..iar e ne s c
of the need for up-to-date information in all 3cience disciplines.
SPINES and the General Information Program (FeI)
Until 976 , the UNIJIST and NATIS programs '..ere d ve oping as
par Le L, but, distinct efforts. The m~ESCO Gen r a Conf'er-ence of 1976
unit ed the t.uo programs as components of one General. Information
[Pro ram (ffi I). In- bringing t he two programs together under one ut hor i ty,
UNESCO smoothed the vay t.ovar-d the ul t.Ima t.e goa]: interaction b tween the
deve I opi ng countries and the stream of information be i ng r oduced by
Froduces
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Prepares some input to,
buys magnet i c tape from
HOAA
Available on a fee basis
via online bibliographic
searching to anyone in th
United States.
Financially
sponsors at
reduced rate
Fie. 5. NOAA as a focal point for the collection/dissemination
of ocean information.
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the industrialized nations. At t hi s s ame General Conference, ulf~SCO
authorized development of the SPINES information system from the feasibiUt
to the pilot project stage. .As part of the FGI, SPINES vas considered a
unique syst.erc for the transfer of science policy Lnf'ormatd on , both gen ral
and specific, from nation to nation.
The need for a specific Lnf'ormatLon sys tem in science and technol ogy
policies had been expressed b~T the UNESCO General Conference of 1970.
following the conference, the 3ecretariat s~ldied and compiled a multi-
lingual thesaurus in science/technology policy. It was the first time
that this had been done for all disciplines.
From 1971 to 1974, evaluation of this thesaurus was carried out.
Documentation groupa in Belgium, Bulgaria, France, Poland and the United
Kingdom cooperated in this effort. Experts were consulted, additional
terms added, the Provisional world List of Periodicals was issued, and
surveys of the volume of literature produced in the policy field Here
conducted. Experiments were made in adapting software developed for the
International Nuclear Inf'ormatdon S~rstem (IHIS), for publication of the
SPIIE~ thesaurus.
Efforts through 1974 cuJminated with publication of the GFIi~S
easibility study. The s tudy committee was chaired by Dr. H. Goblins
of the United Kingdom. ",Jit.h experience in preparing the nus and AGHIS
S.I' 8 t.ems , Dr. Coblins had direc t , practical experience in se t ting up
lnultilingual, international docum.entation sJffiems. Imot her member of the
comrai, t tee, ~1r'. L Rolling, Luxembourg, was head of the Information
Technology Division of the .b;uropean Conununi ty and also experienced in DnS.
The other two members were: Mr. J. Ducrot of the Institut Textile de
Fr ance and r.{J . E. Houtart Di r e ctor Oerrtr-e np. n e DocumentsH n ....
Juridique, Belgium.
The feasibility study incorporated ideas and guidelines promoted
by both the mnSIST and N.it.TIS programs. The SPINES inforlT18.tion network
would consist of a Central Processing Group (CPG) located at UNESOO
headquarters in Paris and national/regional oenters in each participating
country.
The Central Processing Group would:
1. IJ,aintain the thesaurus.
2. ~pand the thesaurus to other languages and maintain the
computer program.
3. Conduct training workshops for national center personnel.
4. Index and abstract policy literature generated by international
organizations and special UN agencies.
5. Establish standards and procedures for developtnent of the
system in accordance with UNISIST guidelines.
6. Produce an abstract bulletin, II SPINIA,u and one magnetic tape
for each national center.
Financing for the Central Processing Group would come from the UNESOO
operating budget and unspecified 'extrabudgetary sources'.
Each national/regional center would:
1. ~elect and prepare input to SPINES from the literature published
by the country.
2. Cultivate input on a reguJar basis from scienoe policy groups
in the courrtry ,
3. Provide one hard or microfiche cop,y of each document it inputs
to t he system.
4. Provide other reference/information services about its juris-
diction as it can reasonably handle.
ii'undi ng for these centers vdll be provided by the nations themselves,
though inital efforts might receive development funding from outside
agencies. Ongoing cost a would be bor-ne by each nation.
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Trough documentation systems for many disciplines include poLi cy
references for that discipline, the UNESCO Genera] Conference noted the
uniqueness of the SPINES concept:
11 ••• an information system covering on one slde all the fields
of science and technology for policy-making, management
and development, dealing on the other side ~ith the social,
po1itical, economic and cultural aspects of science and
technology policy does not exist anywhere in the ~orld,
despite the fact that s~veral atteMp~ or proposals have
been made at the national and international levels in
this connexion••. at the international level, existing
channels and services do not allow for compatible exchange
of information on ongoing R &"n pro.iects and on development
proj ects ca l.I ing for the application of so ience and technology. ,, 9
The 1974 feasibility study had recommended a five-year pilot stage
involving the CFG and ~-10 national centers. The literature volume
survey revea.led that most of the world's science policy was being
generated by eight countries.
Country
Annual Valurne of
3cience Folicy
Publication
Per cent of
the :.or-Ld IS
I,ite.raturc
7%
5%
' <P
'II<'
3%
35>&
14%
12%
9%
10~
99
1250
910
760
530
2000
6610
2650
2450
1780
18940
International Governmental
Organizations
Total
United Sta.tes
United Kingdom
France
USSR
Federal Republic of
Cerraany
G~rman Democratic Republic
Foland
Spain
Ta Q1 v 1. Estimated annual science policy literature world-wide.
o
"UNE3CO, Gener al Conference, 19th 3859ion, Item 16: Provisional
Agenda, (190/33), 1976, p. J.
" 'OUNEsco, Science and Technology Policies InforTTtion Exchange
System (Science Policy StUdies and Documents no.JJ(l~, 1974, p. 24.
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Fo.Llcvf. ng publication of t he SPINES feasibility study, the TINE CO
Secretariat asked for responses to tho plan from the UNISIST ndvisory
C01UI:lfttce, the International Council for Science Po.Licy Studies (of the ICE J)
and U1~SCO National Commissions in all member countries. Though the
majority of replies were :favorable to\olard continued development, there 1oIore
some negative responses. Some felt that there was no need for SPIrffiS,
that it was too complex, that costs would outweigh benefits, and that with
few national information centers existing to support it (as of J.974) it
\~ould fail to be effective. Developed nation~ with their own information
networks established, saw no need to create a new system. Less developed
nations, coping with rapid change and with comparatively meagre informatior
resources, endorsed SPIW~S development. In general, 21% favored
expansion of SPIlffiS, 60% favored development as planned in the feasibility
study Wld 14% sought reduction or abandomnent. 11
In FAvor
Opposed or with
Reservations
';fBelgiurn
Brazil
*B.llgaria
Czechoslovakia
Eygpt
Hungary
*India
Jordan
~xico
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Sudan
USSR
Austria
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States
~!'.iilling to be a pilot project center.
Of those in favor of development, only one, the USSR, was a major
producer of science policy literature. The three top producers of science
policy literature, the United States, France and the United Kingd~n 'J~re
l'UNESCO, General Conference (19C/J3) p. 7.
not enthusiastic.
Late 1975 saw a meeting of experts from 16 L~I3IST nations,
10 IGO's and other interested parties to discuss SPlrlliS. Though similar
reservations were noted during these discussions, a fonnal consensus
recommended that the SPINES pilot project begin for 1977-82, and that th
multilingual thesaurus development continue regardless of the fate of the
pilot project itself. These suggestions were gi~on to the Gener al
Conference in 1976 and the pilot phase development was approved.
The '1'hOiJo.u1'u5
f ~ ,,",' 12 1 d t hPubli ca tion 0 t.he 1nesauruf.: . marxo e "rat compreh ns ive anal vsi
of he SPI NE;:; sy~t.e~ sinGc the JS74 Feas i bi lit y Study und the onl y
oppor t uni t y to specifica v define ocea.n informution components in the
~y tem. The Thesaurus vas published in three volumes: Volume I co t a i ns
It h development philosophy, directions for using the SPIN£S ystem,
and a step-by-step analysis of t he information theory forming the basis
for sys t em development; VoJume II contains a structured, alphabetical
lis t of terms used in creating the data base; Volume III is a co pi ation
o gr aphi c dLsp.l "8 shot... ing the interre'.ation~hips between a1
and technaJogical discipJines.
c i entifi c
The Thesaurus was planned as .s. controlled, structured yocabulary f or-
sever a l reasons. First, the l.anguage of science and techno og a ters
rapi dl . , meanings change, terms from one disctpJ ine are bor-r-oued , \-l i t h
a tered meaning, for another. Second, the broad coverage of the .:.> PINES
s rst em required accurate retrieval capability in a 1 di5ciplinc~. eise
Idefin t i on of the relationships bet~een tcr~s enhances the abi l i t y t o
ret r i eve the maxil'!~m number of relevant references. Third, plans f or
12UNESCO, 3PIlf£S Thesaurus; a Controlled and Structured Vocabu] ary
of Science and Technology for Policy-Making, Yanagement and DevelopMent
(Sci ence Pol i cy Studies and DocQment5, no. 39), 1976.
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mul ti-language translation of the Thesaurus were underway. Only b~' havi ng
a firm, defined retrieval vocabulary would the system be able to function
efficiently in a11 languages. Since the language of science and
technology policy had never before been gathered into one vocabular~77 the
importance of this single step in SPINESI development had been under8cor~d
by the meeting of experts.
II Irrespective of the future of SPINES, the meeting stressed
that in~ediate steps should be taken to keep the Thesaurus
up-to-date and to ensure that anJ' adaption of the Thesaurus
for use in other languages should be done in a co-ord1nated
'Way in conformity with UlHS1ST gu1deJ.ine s, tI 13
n. unique feature of the Thesaurus is its use of extensive graphi c
displays to show interrelationships between major disciplines and the
subcategories within those disciplines. The Globa.l Graph of Graphic
Displays, Figure 6, provides an overall view of the major SPINES
subject breakdowns. Volume III is an oversized collection of charta
which sho\Beach of the 34 main categories with all of their related
subtopics. Reviewing these charta, marine-related topics are specifical l y
mentioned a.s components in 10 of the najor categories. Further stUdy
of the cl~ts reveals srn1e interasting assumptions about marine interests.
01-Politic.s. ?olitical interests li.sted in this chart include
departments of agriculture, Labor , environment, etc , , but not. one for
ocean i nt erests. The only distinctly ocean-related provision i8 for
fishery policy, a subcategory of agricultural policy
02-Juridicial Sciences. Though maritime legislation is included in
this d.ispLay , it is not defined any further. No specific mention is made
of La-w of the Sea:.
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06-Planning. The section on resource planning i ncludos provision £or
fishery oonservation, I!1arine resourcos and sea bottom resources. Some
ocean projects are mentioned in the section on international cooperative
planning (International Decade of Ocean Exploration, for example). However
this display gives no sense of planning ocean development as an entire
program.
09-Personnel. This display is more interesting for its omission
than for its inclusion of ocean occupations. Oceanographers are omitted
from the list of scientific occupations, though marine engineers are
specifically mentioned as an engineering subcategory. The only other
marine occupations mentioned are: sailors, ~iBhermen and marine mechanics.
12-Production & Distribution. The only phase of activity specifical v
marine-related is: 'ship building-naval industry'.
1J-Agriculture. Fishing is considered a major agricultural activity
Aquaculture is listed as a type of agriculture 81ld the agricultural
services section makes mention of fishery services.
14-Physical Znvironment. Various aspects of the ocean environment
are amply provided for in this display.
28-Technology 2. Of the three technological categories, only #2
holds any marine references. Naval technology is considered a major
subcategory as are navigation, ports and harbours, navigable canals
and sea traffic.
31-Geography. Though all marine geographical features are provided
for, marine geography is not considered a distinct specialty ~ithin the
discipline although urban geography, for instance, is specifically mention ~ .
34-War and Peace. All aspects of naval ~arfare are inclUded.
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Clearly, these displays r eflect a view of the oceans in t hei r
traditional aspects: as geographical entities, basically knosn for a food
resource (fish), used for transportation (shippinr;), and m.iJi tar.)' (naval)
activity. I'hey do not reflect any sense of coraprehensdve planning for
ocean po.l i cy development or even legal settlement of ocean-related Ls sues ,
Narine interests are treated as bits and pieces of other disciplines.
Volume II, the Alphabetical Structured List, contains all of the
indeY~ng/retrieval terms to be used in the SPINES system. Here, ocean
terminolog3' 13 extensive. Because this is a structured vocabulary, great
care is taken to shou each term in a variety of specific relationships
with other terms in the list. These relationships are expressed in
hierarchical patterns: I1narrower termsl1 of varying degrees, IIbroader terms ll
and n related terms ll , as well as terms that may be substituted or II used f'or"
others. Figure 7 illustrates these rela.tionshlps llsing the major terms
II oceanography' and 11 fish!' •
2522 F1::1l1' L.
fish are a t:,'pe of---------Jbt1 Ve::.'tebrates ~BrOader Terms:
. (B' 1 ~-- wo levelsIn general, theyare----------)bt2 Organasms lO_O~Y)
They are divided into 2 ~rr1 j·iarine Fish 'T r
1 ,~ 1 ir t ,~. h ----,~a.rrower rermfbasic categories NT rreS1 ~a er tlS
4804 OCEAlJOGRAPHy15
Use for---------------~ uf oceanology
f 1 Dynamic OceanographyNarrower terms---------~ NT2 Ocean WavesNT) Tidal Waves
Related terms----------~ rt Ocean Currents
}'ig. 7. Example of Structured Vocabulary from the Thesa.urus.
1/+SPIXE;:l Thesaurus, Volume II, Part 1, p. 31.
15Ibid., Part 2, p. 183.
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Thi3 display of relatioD3hips helps users of the system identif~r
precisely the term they ~ish to use. ~Urther, they are led to consider
using other terms in addition to the ori~inal. The person who began
lookinG for information on roceanography' may, after consulting the
lhesaurus, decide that what is really 'Wanted is information on tocean wave '
in general and 'tidal waves' in particular. In the sa~e manner, this
structuring identifies the place of 'fish' in the order of things as
'biological organisms' andlvertebrate~. Though this exampJe is overly
simplified to the marine researcher, this type of relationship structuring
heJps an individual unfamiliar with the marine field understand the
continuity between major topics and subtopics. This underntanding is
particularly important for information personnel in national centers who
are dealing ~ith marine documentatio~but are unfamiliar with the
disciplines involved. Study of the charts in Volume III and the
alphabetical lists in Vo]une II do contribute to a better understanding of
the J i nks be~.een different aspects of Marine programs,
UnfortunateJ.y, the Thesaurus does not satisfy' the need of the
uninformed, for it is not complete. }~rine subjects included in the
alphabetical list are not necesse.ri1..y reflected in the churts.
In Figure 6, the areas shaded indicate the presence of mai-ane sub] ect
matter in the subcharts for those categories. Area 24-BioIogy is not
shaded, because marine biology i:3 not noted as a special disci l i ne i n the
sllbchart detailing the components of 'Biology'. However, the tern
'~~rine Biology! i§ included in the VolQ~e II alphabetical l i st .
Table 2 contains all the marine-related terms used in Volume II.
3L,
T.aBLZ 2.
;.1iu1INE .sUBJ2:CT HEADINGS IN 3pn~ES
Algae
nt arct i c Ocean
rl UA
-culture
- t ic Pl.ant's
Automat d Shi ps
Beache s
Cargo Shi ps
Caribbean
Cet a.ce a.
Channe ls
Co.b.ST
-al Capes
-al Fishing
-a1 Pollution
-801 Regions
-al Topography
Coasts
Continental Shelves
Crustacea
Crustaceous Culture
Deep Sea. Fishing
(Development-included headings
for urban development, but
no marine-related headings.)
Drydocks
Est uar i es
Fer r y Boats
FI ;;>H
Culture
Oils
-ermen
-cry Conservation
-ery 1!,anagement
- er y Policy
- er y .::ler vices
- i ng Boat.s
- i Engineer i~g
- ing ui pment
-ing Gr ounds
-ing Methods
-ing ar t s
j or ds
H bour
Const ruction
acili t i es
Pilotage
~YDRO
-dynamic~
-geograph:l '
- ogy
Gover run -nt S & T 011c;)'- a ma j or t erm
with r La ted t er ms in man,' fie lds ,
t her e wer no terms f or oce policy
Gul f of laska
Gulf of Guinea
Gul f of ~xico
Gulf St r eam.
Gulf s
Indi an Ocean
Inland . sh i ng
Is)a.nds
Japan Sea
Kara. 3ea
Kuroshio
Lagoons
Lapter Sea
Lif eboat s
Mti.RI NE
Biolog."
Engi ne chantcc
Engi nee r s
Ene i ne s
Fi sh
Geology
Geophys i cs (No marine g ogr~phy
!{eteorology
Po11ution
Resources (No marine r esearch)
TranSpOl;' tl~itime Legislation (No La~ of t he Se )
.~rchant Ships
~1iJitary Ships
EAV
- a1 Architecture
- a For ces
-al l~dic ine
-a1 Technology
-igation
-igational Aids
-igational Char t s
Nuclear Po~ered 3hipB
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ThP~E 2.-Continued
DC
Boundary
Ourrents (17 currents l i s t ed
by name.)
Environment
Tides
...>iaves
-fc Regions
-ographic Charts
-agraphic Services
-agraphic Ships
-agraphic Surveys
Oceans
(No 'offshore' terru3.)
Phynical Oceanography(Ho Ohemical
Oceanography, )
Planning (Does not include any terms
for any kind of marine program&)
Oy ter Culture
Pas enger Ships
Forts
Resources Conservation
Jailing Ships
Scientists (Many t~rpe3 of scientists are
listed as re]ated terms, but no
Dcea.noeraphers.)
SEA
.tilr Interactions
Bottom
Bottom l-tesources
Ice
Level
~later
-food
-wa 's
( No pr ovi s i on f or seamen, sea mounts.)
Sediment ary
Shores
~HIP
-borne Wastes
-building
-8
Steamships
3traits
Submarine Topography
ubmar i nes
Surface NaVigation
Survival at Sea
Tanker Ships
Tidal Enerey
Transport
Tugboats
Undersea ~~neral Deposits
UNDERWaTER
Clothing
Navigation
Photography
Propulsion
WATER (r-iainly for freshwater
applications.)
-"lay Transport
-ways
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Looking at Figure 6, there are obviously unshaded m~jor areas ~hich
ought to reflect marine interests. No provision is made for marine edllcatio'
r esource economics; physIcal , chemical or bloJog:i aal oceanography; techno] og
ot her than fishing or ship bUilding; medicine; marine t.echno.logy transfer ;
La~ of the Sea; ocean treaties; ocean research and development or the soc i a /
psychol ogi cal aspects of coastal habitation.
Table 2 r-eveaLs a failure to include ocean progr-ans on 13. par wHh ot.he
t opi cs . The major he.adings: Development, Government 3&T Policy, and
Blanni ng include many related terms, but not one of them is a marine-
r e l at ed term. The most glaring omission is the failure to include
oc~anographer s in the list of related professions under the term Scientists.
This is particularly surprising considering the careful inclusion of all
s or t s of ships and boats in the list of terms.
Information in the Table empha~izes what the global display reveal ed.
Ocean-related subjects are viewed by the SPINES program as t~e traditional
efforts of fishing, shipping and physical entities. DevelopMent of
t echni ques , programs, Laus or even scientific studies of the marine
environment are considered ninor substudies within diverse disciplines.
Consequent l y , this thesaurus cannot provide an adequate indexing/retrieval
capability for marine inforI!lution withont revision.
This inadequacy might have been corrected had ocean interests indeed
provided input to SPINES. Since there are marine terms built into the sys t.e ,
it appears at first that ocean interests had worked with the SPINE3 advisory
board. However, Appendix E t.o Volume I, IlOrganizations, Experts and
Bibliographi.c Sources Consulted for the Construction of ~,he SfI~S Thesauru s! h6
16SPINES Thesaur us, Volume I, Appendix E, pp. 71-SG.
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ack of input fro the ocean comnuni t y and a bia.s toward
i dustria1ized nat.Lona as ,~e1J.. inne organizations ~'Iere consulted. .il.].! wer
f r om Europe. They represented scientific academies or information centers.
Si xt een experts ver-e consulted. Four were from the U.S.A., one from Canada,
the others ' from Europe. None of the periodical sources consulted from
1970- 75 were marine-oriented. No ocean-related books were used for the
collection of terma to be included in the Thesaurus, an unfortunate
omi ss i on , for J!'AO was developing ASFI::> and t he U.H. Secretariat had, in
. 197J , published a l i s t of over 4000 oceanographic terms in six l a, ages m
upport Law of the Sea negotiations. 17
:Fil.C had begun publishing fisheries term.inolog~! as ear-Ly as 1960.
This publishing effort culmina.ted in 1975 with the Thesaurus of Terms for
Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries, FAO Fisheries Circular #344 (FIRS/C344).
This thesaurus organized its terms into broad categories, which transcended
traditional disciplines.
1. Operations identified over 200 physical, analyticaJ and mathematica
operations to be carried out bJr man in the ocean environment. Operations
include: sampline techniques, drilling, diving, data analysis, water treat-
ment , f i shi ng, mapping, pest control and measuring, among others.
2. Natural Phenomena Itemizes JS1 phenomena that occur in the sea,
frOI:l courtship to deep currents, red tides to therma.J. plumes.
17 Of"· """ f ,. 'r ' 1 vUni t ed Nat i ons , Secretariat, L2ce 01 von erence 0erv2ces, ermlno 0 J
Sect i on, Oceanography, List of Terms Relating to Oceanol?raphy and 1·ilr i ne
ReSOurces . Termino1oer BuJletin 265, (ST!CS/Sel'. F/265), !·rsrch 1971.
Thi s publica.t i on conta.ined 4COO technical oceanographic terms in English,
Fr nch Russ i an and Chinese. }~ine topics covered included fisheries,
g 0 og' , geophysi cs , mineral exploitation, shipping, physics, c~emistry,
bi ology , met eor ol ogy , ecology and legal terms.
3. Properties and Chara c t er i s t i cs Lis ts 98 physical factors that aff c
organism, ecological communities and substances in the sea.
4. Materials and Intellectua1 Tools Over 350 terms for assessing
t he content of the ocean and documenting these assess~ents are found here.
These tools include theses and physical charts as results of assessment)
~aste water and manganese nodules as materials to be assessed.
5. Equipment Cables, factory ships, hooks, buoys, dredges, etc. are
among the 1507 types of equipment used in marine operations.
6. Science and Technology Over 100 disciplines are involved in ocean
pr ogr ams from acoustics to zoo logy.
7. C'tganisms A list of fossil organisms knovn to exist in the sen.
S. Earth. Space and Time Concepts 125 spatial.. relationship terms.
9. Economic, Legal and Social Bore than 75 terms t~ring these studies
t o marine programs.
This type of analysis provides the na.tionaJ planner ~ith a new
perspective on marine programs. Greanized in these groupi ngs, it faci l i t a t e
framing policy questions'? For Lnat.ance r 11 Do ""e a.l Ioi... f'ao tory shi ps1~o f'Ls h
our 20C-mile zone 'j Do ue need to have a po.lIcy about the use of f'ac tor v
ships in our zone?" These groupings give the planner and the uninformed
information researcher a sense of the ManJr factors that enter into narinc
decision-making.
It can be argued that SPINES attempts to cover ~ science and
technology policy and that its thesaurus should not be overly detailed in
anyone area. However, the national foca] point staff and the national
13
!; Fact.ory ahi.p' is NOT in the SPIJl.TES Thesaurus, though tucboat is;
anot her indication of the traditionaHmn of SPINES.
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pI nners ar t he mai n target popul tions for SPlNE~ . Under some national
ar ngements , the 3PI:;ES focal point and the hSFIS focal point will ot
co i nci de . The .:a"Di£,,:J focal point will have to deal \·Iith marine policy
doc~~entation, but ~il] probably not have a Imll'ine subject specialist on
s t af f . Had SPlrlli~ uGed marine terminology references in preparil~ the
Thesaurus , this list of sources consulted would have provided a good
backer ound bibliography for staff training. Some specialized dictio~4£ies,
glos sari es , etc.~ consulted. Terms were taken from pUblications in
~athematicn , ecology, education, geography, and management among others.
~owever , no marine reference work was used to gather terms for SPTIJE3.
~ven the International Oceanographic Commission, part of U1~3CO, ~Jas
not routinely consulted by SPINES. Dale Kr auea of lOG admf.t.t.ed that,
t hough he had seen the Thesaurus, he was not in contact \4ith SPINE and \las
not aware of any effort to consult 'With the lOG about provisions for
pc an polie.r terminoloc;y .19 This failure to consult both marine experts and
r esources \4hile preparing the Thesaurus diminished SPI~~S' credibility as a
palanced science policy information system.
Publication of the SPIUES Thesaurus was noted vIith interest by the
~nforrnation science field. Reviews of the publication and statements about
~PINESI long-range goals are found in the professional publications for
P.i br ar i ans/ i nf ormatlon specLa'li.at.s during 1976/77. Ne\4s of SPINZS in
pther professional publications is meagre. Certainly nothing has been
~ritten in marine-oriented publications about SPINES I potential for good
Illarine information. Most of the publications about SPINES are generated by
19Telephone communication with Dale Krauss, ICC, June 1980.
UNESCO. UNESCO publications are not readily available in most U.S. librarief .
Even official illmsCO depository libraries do not necessarily cover the full
range of publications. A marine researcher would not get the oppor-tunt ty t o
see the Thesaurus, unless the librarian in charge of' the researcher" s
i nl' or m.3.t i on needs had the foresight to order the Uz\JESCO Science Fol i cy
Documentation series. 20 1·.Ji th all of these informat5.on barriers to over orne ,
it is not difficult to see "Shy publication of the SPINES Thesaurus
generated no interest in the marine com~unity, despite an effort to provide
:for rnar:l.ne policy information in the system.
The Five-Year Pilot Program.
I! Interest in the information system must begin 2;here it ends,
at the individual and institutionsJ level. •• "
The advisory Cornnittee to the General Information Program was awar-e
of the problem. At the beginning of the five-~rear }'Dot Pr-ogram, it
~ecommended a program of activities to promote SP!WES in the m~sco member
nat i ons . These activities ~ould center around working models of the
SFItIE.:; system and generation of "samp] e output products.
The Pilot Program had several objectives:
1 • The Central Processine Unit at mm.sco headquarters uouId Lndex
po l.Lcy documentation already he.ld at headquar-t.er-s ,
2. It wouLd create p::J::Jtcqrres of the output products: magnetic t.apes ,
~d the hardcover bibliography SPINIA.
2CURI has been a recipient of the uc~ence Folicy series, al t hough it is
pot a U~~SCO depository. Harvard, Dag HamMerskjold Li br ary and the Ne w Yor~
Publ i c Library are partial depositories and do not car-rv all of the docu-
ment.at.f.on about. SPI~'4ESI deveIopmerrt ,
. 2\: . Keren and P. Thomas, i1 The Interrelationship Between Information
Svstl!?~,~"and Science PoI dcy Inform tion, h Journal of Infor mat i on Sc i ence,[~ - [1'17":1 ) . DD . 8 '5 _00 .
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3. It 'Would t e st the da t a base as a retrieval tool, creating special
int er 8st bibliographies and selective dissemination of infor~ation services
based on interest profiJ.es.
4. Cooperation betueen SPINES and other U.N. systems .HiS felt to be
essent i al. 8PIN"i!:S Thesaurus t.erms '.~ere to be run against IKIJ and/or AG... I S
(but Nar ASFI3) to asseSG the volume of science policy information in those
sy s tems .
5. Volunteer focal points would be set up to test the projected
oper a tiona J I'Lov , Input data sheets produced by the focal points woul d be
s ent to the C~JU for processing into the data base.
6. Training materials and programs were to be created for the
f ocal point staff.
7. Ii separate editorial unit wouI d update/naintain the Thesnurus
and oversee its development in other languages.
FigUl'C 8 outlines the timetable for Impl ement.at.ton of t.he pJ.an
ove r the 1978- J.982 period. The results of all these avareneas efforts
' lOU d be cent to :
11 ••• appropriate departments, nat:i.onaJ. science and t.cchno l.ogy
po.H cy- makt ng organiza.tions, appropriate f acul t i es in
centers of higher education, nati onal f~~al poi nt s ~nd
JHIJI.3T centers in all member nat i ons .1:
I t he FiJot Project proved succes sf'u l , .fuU prograr i mpl cn.e nt a t i on wouLd
begin~ "lith an anticipa.ted 1987 date for a completely operationa.l system.
22~cience As oci at
Implementation o ~ th
Febr uar 1 197 , p. 10.
s In' er nat1onc.l, ll Recormnendat i ons l or the
l NE ilat Progrnm,1! Information Hot l i ne ,
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PLANNED ACTIVITIES 1<)78 1979 1930 1931 1CJC2
1. Experimental aotivities
1 .1 Promotional aotivities
through pilot products
1.1.1 Input preparation x x
1.1.2 Processing x x
1 .1.:3 Dissemination of
sampJ.es of pilot
products x x A
1.2 Testing of approaches
to SPINES
1.2.1 neld tests by
participating
countries x x x x x
1.2.2 Tests at NE CO
Headquart er s x x x x
1.2.3 Technical t r aining
2. &. assistance x x x ..
..., Dev l opmcnt of impr oved..:.
approaches to o TIlE::;
2.1 Cr ·ate :::;PlNE.; Devel op-
ment Group and task
forces. x x x .'. x
..., n Thesaurus
..J.
3.1 HaintEmance x x " x x~.
3.2 I'h.11tilingual
adaptation x x .. x x
Fi g . 8,. Fdve--year d.3velopment plan for the 3PIHES Pilot FroGram.23
23.rn.formation Hotline, February J978, p, 12.
ICHAPl'ER III.
TIL!. . IDE~rING II- ORMATI On GAP:
DEVELO I NG V • DEVELOPED ,]OUNTRIE3
while UHESuO 'i.oIas caref'ul.Iy bUilding the st.ruct.ure for the 3PIi~.l:IS
ays tem, ot her factors were affecting the development of international
i nfor mat i on services in general. ';;'5 the develping nations were declari!13
t hat information was the 'common heritage of mankind,' developed nations
were entering the information age. To them, information is hardl~' 'freel
it is big busine58. Selling online services to libraries, corporations
and countries is -hi ghl y profitab]c. Hany of the data bases in the
commercial sector touch fields of interest to developing nations.
This can lead to direct conflict of interest when an international,
nonprofit program attempt.s to build a competitive data base. For examp Ie ,
l.hen the U.N. decided to develor POPIN, a population data base, it was
opposed by the U.S. delegates who were protecting the business interests
producing the online service Population Index:U POPIH development ~lent
ahead despite this opposition. }~wever, as more corporations enter
the online information competition, their governrnent.s 1·1l11 move to protect
their interests, blocking where possible, attempts to create data services
in the same field. 3ince most online services are created in the
developed nations by profitmaking organizations; consuming, underdeveloped
nations rely on U. H. information services for 1O\~-C08t documentation.
21Interview with Elizabeth ~'lillerJ U.N. Dept. of International Economi c
and Social Affairs , Information Sys t ems Unit, New York, Jul y , 1980.
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So far these Low-cos t. systems have been devel oped 'With the expertise and
financial support of the developed nations. This may not continue if the
developed nations decide that it is better for their own econoruc health
to encourage private enterprise to 'sell' information abroad.
Time i B money, Cooperative efforts in deve Iop.Lng information s;y"terns
can be painfully s Low, In the decade that SPIN S has gone through its
feasibility and pilot stages, many commercial bibliographic data baseB
have been created and made avedLab.Le online. These bases give a competitive
edge to the developed nation doing buafneae in the third wor Id , Count r ies
struggling to build basic Hbrar:t, pub.If.shfngs and document.at.Lon ser vf ccs
find it hard to assemble information rapid~y enough to affect business
deal' ngs "lith other nations/transnational corporations.
1I ••• the time scale for impJementation loads the balance
agai ns t the deve loping nation. Progress is relative.
If e country has not already achieved the required
'plateau of economic development! to develope an effective
information network, it ~ay no~ be unable to sustain its level
of information service in relation to industrialized
countries which~ i 25a position to derive benefits fromthe UlH:3IST netuor'k ;"
Even l,d.th the necessary ne tvor'k in place, a nation may have Great di f f i cul t
actuaLly obtaining the document itself. U,N. ays t.eraa have a reputation
for being able to deliver the citation, but not the text. Countries input i g
into any U.N, system must supply u copy of the document for further ~opyin
and be willing to supply a master copy at the focal point. This alone is
potentially expensive. a focal point must have the equipment, the staff
and the money to sponsor these services. Even loan services are problema ~
.0Dayid. 3 'Qi ller ,: I nt e:rnatioual O~mmizations ao~ Their Effect on ,r ~Q
the Li br ari es or Devel opi1Ig Count .r-Le s" Interna.tional L~br8.ry Rev~eVJ, JU}J'p:'; ~.4 5.
2~.'hi1e consulting for FAO, Charlene Dunn heard of a librarian who .
locked the col1ection IIp and vou Ld not loan anything. The reason? AIljr loss
or damage 'Was deducted from his sa'lary! Int.ervdev , November 1930.
taff train' ng is a crucial i s sue i n the inf ormation gap b twee n
devel opi ng and devo loped nations. Online syst.ems require ever l or e
sophisticated personnel in order for them to 'r,orl~ SMoot hly. Focal point
sto.ff for ,sPINE3 should have the fol.lolling qua lifications:
" ••• as n primary requis i te, a good understanding of policy-
making J manegenent, J and pplication of sciene and technology
and a rfect knowlege of the information syst em , the
t.he aauru s and the indexing r ul ea•.• it pays .•. to empl oy
univer si y gr aduat e s wit~7som year s of professional
experi ence as index rs . "
Despi t e the gro'Wth of on in . data bases in t he past t went y year , the
n ber of highly qua ified . nd x r-s .IorI d- ·,d de can se c 'l - be en d
exees ' ve , partieu
j st quoted, such
l r ' seiene and t echno ogy. Even n t h t rms
person \.d.ll have 6-1 yea r's of educa t I on /' xperien e.
Poor nations ay have di · I'L cu l f i dj_ng 81)C:1 personne l a nd , i"" f ound ,
Lcul t: eeping t hem Lf focal poi.nt sa l ari es nrc eagr o,
"JanpoHer r ob ms are compounded vhe n one cons ders th vo e 0 "
data return d to each roca p nt b ' the cent a ] proce ng its of t he
rna." or internationnl systems. i-,n ear y SFIHES estdmat.e (1973 ) anticipa t ed
a minlmurr. of 33,000 documents a year added to the da.ta baM. By 1973
that eetlmate ~a~ coneidered low.
The proliferation of information; the expansion of U.N. information
sys t ems \dthout Irrter-agency coordination; and the inability of many nations
t o i<eep up with the requirements for participation in Lerms of C03t,
personnel and ~acili ties ; ed to impor t ant c hange s in 1979 . ;iot et ready
t o a sume full capacity operation, .3 PINE3 w s under mi ned by a demand f or a
comprehensive science and technol ogy inform&tion ser vi ce .
27 SPI rES ThesaUl'llS, Vol . I, p , 57.
UNISI T II and UNC3TD
The situation outlined above became aJl too aparent to developing
countrLes as the 1.970' 3 progressed. The United Nations Conf'erence on
Sc i enc e and 'l'echno l.ogy f or Development (mrCSTD) was scheduled for ugu t ]9
UNI SI 3T II, held in I~y ~979, ansess cd lnlliSGO' s contribution to the
development of science/technology 1nforms.tion. Citing the many unique
studies of science/technology capabilities and information services don .
under UNE C funded programs, UNIJI.3T II conclusions incorporated stro
plea for UNESCO as the 1 ad agency in science and t.echnoLogy programs.
De spt t e t he UNISIST r'ecormendat.Lone , the mrcsTD conf'er-ence did not
act in favor of them. Certainly i t vas more politic to create a
ew or ani za t i on to deal "lith 1 other u.N. agencies than it '",as t o
enha nce the stature of one already in nsil! c Emphasizing the ne~d for
a g obal science and technology information service, UN8JTD chos_ to
eBtablish a Centre on Science and. Technology for DeveIopmerrt in Neu York
')r'
under the Secretary General;- The Centre was to coordinate all C.N.
information services in science and technology, serving as the Main global
focal point. It was to strengthen the concept of ~ central, national
f ocal poi nt for each count.ry \lhich vould h d.Le an sci/tech in ormaf.I on ,
HOYiever, the Centre 1 s purpose is Nffr to deve lr.lp an information system
itself, but to become the source of 1 information on sci/tech infornation l
for all United N:ations agencies. Figure C) illustrates the inforrlation
flow patterns for the ne\ol Centrc.
IlUS, G I , FI) te .
I r --'--
I I
II
I I
Fl~~ of documentation
se vi ces . I I
I I
I I
I \
I
Keeps global f oca point i nfo ed
about s cope of services of f er e •
Hand as Lnf'orraat. f.on req esb ref errod
to i t by the Glob f ocal poi nt .
Encourages ~!orking relationships
between its focal points ~~d the
national focal point.
Centre on Science and Technology
for Development
Global Focal Fai nt
Fr ov1des 'information on
information' servi ces of U.N.
sy nt ems and capabi ities of
individual nat iona l / r egi onal
focal points.
J
National /aecional Poce Poi nt
Provide3 information on sei ene
information servi ce", ~J' thin t he
nation/region. Refers cl i ent s
t o cpcc' al i3ed sou r-ces '.-li t hin its
.:ur i cdicti on.
~pecialized Focal Poi nt
INIS, hGRIS, ~SFIS
etc.
Special Li br ari es R&D
Projects
Consultants
Fig. S. The Relation8hip Between the Global Sci ence and
Technology for Development Focal Point, ' the Information Systems of
United Nations Agencies, and National Focal Points i n Member ~ations .
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Though restricted to a ;j,35 milJion budget rather than the 250 mi.l1ion
origina11..Y requested, operating plans for the ~entre are under'.)ay. The
Intergovernmental Committee on ~cience and Technology was set up and
"~"("I
organizing aessf.cns were held in January and Va;)' of 1.980 :~ '· There i.s s trong
representation of U.N. organizations with ocean interests on the committe .
UNESCO, F.ci.O. Il'~CO, HHO, ILO, IA..ZA and GATT were repr es ent ed at the fir"t
t 'Wo sessions of the commi.t.t.ee , UNESCO/ UNI 3 13T is p.Iayang a significant
roJe. ~t the second sCDsion, a developing country suggested that UNESCO
do a basic study of the feasibility of establishing a~obaJ sci/tech
information system. The UNISIST representative offered to do the :::;tudy
at UIU;:;IS'l' expense ",.}ith the General Ini'ormation Progr-amt s Intergover nment al
Counc il \wrking in co.l.Labor-at.f.on Hith the Centre.30
29Unit ed Nations, Intergovernmental Oomnd t.t.ee on Science and Technol ogy
1st 5e s i on , 28 January-1 February, 1980, Fart I, 2 ~IDrch 1980; 2nd S ssion
22 ~~ -4 June 1980, Part II, 2 July 1980.
30 I bi d ' J 2nd Session, pp. 38-39.
COiJL:LUSI m .
The S I ~ pilot project phase i~ drawi ng to close. ' e t er it
'W' l be func t iona beyond 1983 as a computerized information system
i i n quos taon at thi s point. ~.t preaent., fundint; continues through 1983
fo r sever a l ph es of the project.
The IT~h~~~'~3, published in ng . h and French is e n t r
_ated
i nt panish s of 198 . Possi bl e trans l at i on "into other anguages:
i c , u aaf an, i 'ortuguese, etc I • • • • \-/il l be encouraged' .31
G idcUnas for creating national bib1io -raphic infornation ser vi ce
begun in ] 980 , ·,.,.ilJ be publ.Lched .dn English, French and Sparri.sh ,
Data a.Lready col Iected from member nations 'Wil~- be processed. il. '•.JOrld
s r v of specialists, courses and research in science and technology
policy done in 1979-eO, win be published as a director:! (available on
reques t to member states). Advisory services on NATIS will continue.
J.. final report on -t he 3 PI NES pilot project \Jil be subrrdt t.ed to the
23rd U ' 00 Gener a l Gonfer~nce, 1982. The Draft Budeet states:
IlDue account will be taken of the work being done under the
auspices of the United Nations Intergovernmental Gonunittee
on Science and Technology for Development on the creation
of an internat~gnal net~ork for scientific and technological
information. II '-
J1Urffi.JCG, Draft Budget I 1981-1983, Science and Technology Policies,
1980. faragr aph 2065, p. 124.
32 Ibi d , •
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A5 a cooperating agency in the Intergovernmental Committee, UNESCO
wEI not abandon its wor-k in sciencejtec!.L.'1ology information. The Gener aJ
Information Program continues its development of practical training
techniques fOI' infoll a t i on personnel, strengthening l i br ary and archi v
services, cooperating with other IGO's in setting standards for
information exchang~and helping member nations assess their information
needs. In particular, the General Information Program;
II ••• \,il1 be centered on activities a Imed at advancing science
and technology and at applJring them to development and to
the establishment of a ne~ international economic order,
dra~ling its .inspiration from the discussions and recommendations
of W~I3IST II' and taking into account the need to contribute 33to the execution of the Programme of Action proposed by UNCCTD•• "
lh e t he r the basic groundwor-k done for the SPINES program wil1 in any ~ ay
form a basis for the new information network remains to be seen.
SI'IN.i::3 could have been a val uabl e resource for marine poJicy
1niormation. Houever , it fai l.ed to build support for its pr-ogr-am in
the ocean communftj'. Ii'oous ed on the broad spect.rum of science/
technoloGY pol f.cy , S INES did not cover the literutur r ef l e ct i ng
ocean po licy, particular~y that beinE r,encrnted by Law of the 3ea
co nf r noes . -;:i t hi n itf. own or-gam.aat.Lon , it did not dev el ope strong
relati onchi pr. 'dith tht'! IOC. The latter':;; form aJ suppor t for A Frs as flJl
ocean information syster.1 with an infrastructure for handling poLi.cy rna ters
also precluded ICCrB support of another information syRtem dupj i cat i ng
the effort.
JJrbid, Paragraph 50L~J, p , 283.
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Though developing ~ountrics were parti~ularl)r interested in SPTI~3 ,
it did not emphasize itse lf as a source of information lfor development' .
Its creators were from developed countries and their viet.) of t.he sJst rn
wa s , in the first stages of its creation, more oriented towar-d pure
cd.ence than technology. Yet i t ~las the practicaJ. application poLf.cLea
that developing countries desired moat. As the t wi n demands for e.
I nell econonfc order ' and 1 information as the common heritage of mankind'
grew, 3PINES emphasis on policy alone did not seem adequate.
National ocean interests in the industria2ized nations benefited
from traditional, long-established marine science libraries and from
gro~ing online information services. Feeling no need for the documentation
efforts of SFINES, preparation of input to that B~tem was viewed as
more expensive than any potential benefits warranted. Ocean interests
in these nations, served by ASFIS avatLabd.Li.t.y online in both Europe
and North America, and by the commercial online service Oceanic Abstracts,
felt their needs well met. Since ocean policy information was reported
in journals indexed by these services, but not by those reviewed by the
~ INES Central Processing Unit, ocean interests had no reason to encourage
their nations to fund SPINE3.
The value of the science information studies produced as part of the
Science Policy Studies and Documents series should not be ignored.
}~ine information services will be developing in many nations. These
basic assessment documents will continue to be a rich resource for future
grotrth,
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The basic value of :3i 'INZ8 to the ocean commundt y Lay in its pot ntia
to ru.ign ocean ~olicy inforMation in conte:rt with policies deve loped in
ot her scientific fields. Able to vie1-' the entire epect.rum of science
polici eH, government planners vight have lad a better opportunity to
id ntif~1 trends and incons i stancies bet~een ocean poJicy developreents
an tho3e in allied fields. Significa.nt too, would have been the a.bi ity
,
to compare ocean policies of many nations tlrrough one information se 'ice.
The new sci ence a.nd technology inforr.ation centre created by CSTD
may fulfi these needs. SPI =3 i t sel may f i nd ne support t tho 9 2
ill 'CO General Confer nee. It may ye t find i tsel f being eve .oped as
i nt egr al part of seienc informat' on needs. ',~hate or happens , it is
relati vel y certain that th dr ~ o~ o.n operational science po icy
inf ormat i on s st m or the late J.960 ' s ,~i. not be .realized .
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LIS OF BBREVI TIONS
RIS: AGRicultur al ,1nf r mation S stem, F' 0, Rome
'FI ::; ; ~uatic .§.cience and £:1 her i es lnformatio §y te , AD, to e
CPG : entral oc se ing Gr oup, global f ocal point or SPINE~ , UNESCO, P
D 1Lta _et r i evs.l £.VBt em for docllmentation i n the social and h
science , UNE C , Pari s
FAO: United N tions Food and ligriculture Organization , orne
FID: Int er nat i onal Federation for Document ation
G TT: G ner al r eement on Tari f f s and Trade
Int er nat ion to c Energy Agonc,',"
IC 1: ternati onal Counci l on Archivos
soci at i ons
ICSU:
ITLA :
ILO;
' 0 ;
nus:
International Counei] of Sci ent i f i c Uni ons
Internat i onal Feder~tion of Library
Int er nat i onal Labor Organization
Inter nat i onal Mari t i me Consu1tative Organization
Inter ational Nuolear Ini'orma.tion Service, created by IAEi'I.
ICC: Int rnational Oceanographic Commission, division of UNE CO, aris
NATIS: Nationa l Inforraat.Lon Syst m, a mrESCO program t.o encourage national
information net~orking
NOJU1 : United Statea' National Oceanographic and atmospheric Adminis t ratio
NTIS: Nation 1 Technical In formation Service, United States government
info~Ltion service abstracting NOhA contract reports.
FGr: General Information Frogr&~, U~ESCO
POPIi~: £9..-Pulation INfornation S:,'stem, U. N. Dept. of Economic 6.: Soci al fa s
Seiene Technology PoHcies InforI:lation bxchange S stem, UNESCO
UNCSTD: Uni t ed Nations Conference on Science and TecIDlo1ogy for Development
UNDP: Uni t ed Nations Development Progr~~
UNESCO: Unit ed Nat.Lons Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organ M.t i on
UNISIST:Intergover nmental Progr rol for Cooperation in the Fiel d of Seienc
and Technological Information. Conf r enoes held i n 1971 and
\ HO : ..or-Ld J.·:eterological Organization
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